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The ideal fiscal stimulus measure not only
creates jobs and drives economic activity
in the short run but also boosts quality
of life and economic growth in the medium and long run. Support for scientific
research in the stimulus package accomplishes both goals.

for approximately 9 percent of R&D
performed by industry. In addition, the
federal government supports industrial
research through the R&D tax credit.
Scholarly research suggests that every
federal dollar spent on the R&D credit
spurs $1 to $2 of business R&D.

Scientific research underpins the great
technological advances of the past century, from mapping the human genome
to the development of the Internet. Increased investment in scientific research,
even if the increase is for only one or two
years, will lead to long term payoffs in
the form of more modern research infrastructure and laboratories, additional
discoveries and innovation, and increased
U.S. competitiveness.

Federal funds account for an even larger
share of the research efforts of colleges
and universities, providing approximately
60 percent of R&D performed by colleges and universities.2 In particular,
the National Science Foundation (NSF)
provides 20 percent of all federal dollars
spent on basic research at American colleges and universities.3

Moreover, including substantial support
for research in the stimulus package will
create and retain a sizeable number of
jobs, in a wide array of occupations, such
as scientists, engineers, technicians, construction workers, and workers making
scientific equipment. Spurring an additional $20 billion investment in our national research infrastructure will create
or retain approximately 402,000 American jobs for one year.
Overview of U.S. Research and Development
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Federal funding for research helps support private, university and federal laboratory research. Federal funds account

Finally, much research also occurs in 36
federally-funded research and development centers (FFRDCs), laboratories that
perform key mission-oriented research
and increasingly play a role in spurring
commercial innovations.4 The targeted
research performed at these institutions
will continue to advance technological
progress in important areas such as information technology, nanotechnology and
environmental science.
Federal support for R&D overall is critical to innovation. As Fred Block and
Matthew R. Keller found in a recent ITIF
report (Where Do Innovations Come From?
Transformations in the U.S. National Innovation System, 1970–2006) the lack of funding is cause for concern because the payoff for government support for research

and development funding is considerable. Their analysis found that in 2006 only 11 of the 88 entities that
produced award-winning innovations were not beneficiaries of federal funding.5
Unfortunately, as we have moved into an innovationdriven knowledge economy characterized by intense
international competition, the United States has not
kept pace with other countries in committing the same
level of resources to research and development (R&D).
In fact, U.S. R&D intensity (R&D as a percentage of
GDP) trails many other nations.6 Whereas U.S. total
R&D investment represented an increasing share of
world R&D investment from 1993 to approximately
1998, the U.S. share of world R&D investment has
been receding since then.7 The major reason for this
slippage has been a slowdown in federal R&D investment since the mid-1990s, as total federal R&D spending grew at a sluggish 2.5 percent per year from 1994
to 2004—much lower than its long-term average of 3.5
percent growth from year 1953 to 2004.8 Moreover,
the United States is one of only a few nations where
total investment in R&D as a share of GDP actually
fell from 1992–2005, largely because of that decline in
public R&D support.9
Moreover, there is disturbing evidence that our nation’s
research infrastructure—the equipment and facilities
used for R&D—is also falling behind. If the United
States is to regain its lead in the global innovation economy the nation’s research infrastructure will have to
be upgraded with state-of-the-art research equipment,
such as DNA analysis equipment for cancer research,
nanoengineering research facilities for new materials
and systems, and supercomputers to create virtual reality environments. This research infrastructure shortfall is particularly acute for our nation’s universities.
As the National Science Board reports, “Over the past
decade, the funding for academic research infrastructure has not kept pace with rapidly changing technology, expanding research opportunities, and increasing
numbers of users.”10 Moreover, the trend since the
Board issued its report has been in the wrong direction,
with university research equipment expenditures falling 7 percent from 2003 to 2006 (in constant dollars).11
In some fields the decline is even greater. For example,
computer science investment in research equipment is
down by over one-third while in life sciences it is down
by 15 percent over this period. Because of this shortfall, the Board recommends that Congress appropriate
an additional $2 billion per year to provide scientists

and engineers with advanced tools, facilities, and cyber
infrastructure.
While spurring investment in research as part of the
stimulus package cannot make up for the nation’s systemic shortfall in research funding, it can help close
the gap, particularly in research infrastructure.
Investing in Research Can Play a Key Role in
Economic Stimulus
Some economists believe that traditional measures
such as tax cuts for individuals and businesses, funding
for state and local government, and investment in traditional physical infrastructure are the best measures
for spurring economic activity in a downturn. But
providing support for research can play an equally, if
not more effective role in spurring economic activity.
In part this is true because in the last two decades economic downturns have also impacted public and private
organizations conducting research. In each of the last
two downturns (1992-93 and 2001-02) total investment
in R&D fell by over 2 percent, with industry funding
declining even more. And the current recession is to
see even more significant declines. Not surprisingly
these declines in research funding lead to job losses for
researchers and others employed in related fields. In
the 1992-3 recession, unemployment of scientists and
engineers went up significantly. For example, the unemployment rate for electrical engineers tripled, while
the rate for computer scientists more than doubled. In
the recession of 2001-02 the unemployment rate for
electrical engineers increased to more than 5 times its
rate of the late 1990s, while the unemployment rate
for computer scientists increased by 3 times.12 And
while normally the increased unemployment rates for
researchers in recessions is still lower than the overall
unemployment rate, in the last recession this was not
true for electrical engineers.
This suggests that efforts to increase research spending, even on a temporary basis, can reduce the number
of researchers who become unemployed, leading to
faster overall national recovery.
Estimate of the Impact of Investing $20B in
Research Infrastructure
Including support for research in the stimulus package will lead to significant job creation. We estimate
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Table 1: Job Estimate of $20B Investment in Research Infrastructure
Industry
Total
Direct and Indirect Jobs
Induced Jobs
Direct, Indirect and Induced Jobs

Scientific
Research

Equipment

97,345
119,595
216,940

27,270
32,340
59,610

196,190
205,640
401,830

that spurring an additional $20 billion investment in
research would create approximately 402,000 American jobs for one year. We are not recommending or endorsing a specific level of investment, rather only demonstrating the impact that such an investment would
have on employment. Our estimate projects that this
level of funding would create or retain approximately
196,000 direct and indirect jobs. Direct jobs are those
created specifically by new spending, such as hiring
new researchers in federal laboratories or hiring contractors to renovate existing facilities. Indirect jobs are
those created to supply the materials and other inputs
to production, such as the manufacturers of components to scientific equipment. We also estimate an
additional $20 billion per year would create or retain
206,000 induced jobs. Induced jobs are those created
by newly employed (or retained) workers spending their
paychecks, thus creating jobs in establishments such as
restaurants and retail stores.
For the purpose of our analysis, we assume the following breakdown in spending: 50 percent of final funds
go to fund research, 25 percent of funds go to purchases of new research equipment, and 25 percent of funds
go to building and renovating research facilities.13
Again, this allocation is not a recommendation, but
merely used to illustrate the impact of such an investment. The economic stimulus packages outlined by
the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate
Appropriations Committee offer a similar breakdown,
although both lack sufficient detail to model exactly.14
ITIF calculates the projected employment numbers
based on RIMS II final-demand employment multipliers provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce’s
Bureau of Economic Analysis. The employment multipliers provide an estimate of the national impact on
jobs of increasing final-demand in various industries.
For this calculation, ITIF breaks down spending into
three categories: scientific research, equipment, and

Facilities

71,575
53,705
125,280

facilities. We assume approximately one-third of the
funds spent on equipment is lost to imports.15 We also
assume no significant direct loss to imports for spending on facilities and research (i.e. we assume American
workers are hired to build and renovate laboratories
and grants are awarded to American researchers).
Many of the direct and indirect jobs would be created
in scientific fields that employ high-skilled high-wage
workers. The mean annual salary of life, physical and
social science occupations is $62,020, with researchers working in the hard sciences earning significantly
more, such as physicists ($99,000) and biochemists and
biophysicists (85,290).16 Research jobs are not limited,
however, to only those with advanced degrees: science
technicians (in the physical sciences) earn on average
$53,000 annually. These workers operate and maintain much of the laboratory equipment and conduct
much of the research. These jobs typically only require
a bachelor’s degree, an associate degree or completion
of a two-year training program.17 Jobs in the industries
providing research equipment range from production
jobs involved in making and assembling the equipment
to back office jobs such as accounting, marketing and
sales. Jobs would also be created in the construction
industry, helping to employ out of work construction workers who formerly worked building residential housing. Jobs created from induced employment
would likely reflect the average wages for the economy
overall ($40,690).18
Funding for additional R&D would likely come from
increasing the availability of competitive grants available for private, non-profit and college and university
researchers. These funds could be awarded through
the existing programs at government agencies to
award competitive grants. Funds could also be allocated specifically to renovation and restoration projects, construction of new facilities and for specific
scientific equipment. For example, NSF funds many
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of the critical investments in key scientific research
equipment and instrumentation such as “giant optical
and radio telescopes, Antarctic research sites, high-end
computer facilities and ultra-high-speed connections,
ships for ocean research, sensitive detectors of very
subtle physical phenomena and gravitational wave observatories.”19 NSF also routinely “makes awards to
universities and non-profit organizations to construct,
manage, and operate large facility projects.”20

R&D tax credit, and in particular, by expanding the
Alternative Simplified Credit (ASC).21

Additional stimulus could also come from increased
industry spending on R&D. Congress could spur additional industry investment in R&D by increasing the

Daniel Castro is a Senior Analyst with ITIF.

Conclusion
Spurring additional investment in research will modernize our nation’s research laboratories and facilities,
spur additional research, and provide an immediate
boost in employment for our economy.

Rob Atkinson is President of ITIF.
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